Ultaire™ AKP
Move over, metal

Little has changed with removable partial dentures (RPDs) over the decades. Metal frames are still being
used despite the fact that they are heavy, can damage remaining teeth, and may cause a metallic aftertaste.
Plus, patients complain about the look of metal in their mouths. Today, there is a new solution from
Solvay Dental 360™ that changes the way dentists, labs and patients think about RPD frames.

Introducing Ultaire™ AKP
from Solvay Dental 360™
Ultaire™ AKP is an innovative, high-performance polymer that provides a
comfortable, lightweight, biocompatible and more aesthetically pleasing
alternative to traditional metal frames. Ultaire™ AKP partial dentures have
similar mechanical properties to corticle bone, are tooth and tissue
supported and may help minimize bone loss.
For patients who can’t bear the thought of visible clasps or the additional challenges of other frame materials,
Ultaire™ AKP delivers a revolutionary option. Dentists may see improved patient compliance, minimal fitting
sessions and high patient satisfaction.

Lightweight,
biocompatible
Taste-free:
No metallic or
change in
food taste

Pleasing
aesthetics
Bone-like and
tooth-supported:
May minimize
bone loss

Accelerating dentistry, together
At Solvay Dental 360™, our polymer scientists worked alongside dental laboratories and dentists to ensure that
Ultaire™ AKP surpasses your current material standards.

About Solvay Dental 360™
Solvay Dental 360™ is built upon Solvay’s world-leading high-performance polymer portfolio, which includes over
35 brands available in over 1,500 formulations for use in demanding applications, including medical devices,
around the world. This extensive portfolio allows Solvay to offer the right polymer for the right application.
We engineer products that meet critical performance requirements to address the unmet needs of medical
professionals and patients.

Ready to prescribe Ultaire™ AKP?
Use our Lab Finder to connect with a qualified Ultaire™ AKP lab.
SolvayDental360.com/LabFinder
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